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The
cytotoxic
action
of
5-(3,3-dimethyll-triazeno)imidazole-4-carboxamide
in Chinese hamster
ovary cells is enhanced considerably in the presence oflight,
when 5-diazoimidazole-4-carboxamide
is being continu
ously generated. A broad shoulder threshold-type survival
curve is seen when the cells are exposed to 5-(3,3-dimethyll-triazeno)imidazole-4-carboxamide (both in light anddark).
The drug had only slight effects on the survival of cells
treated in the dark for short times throughout the cell cycle.
However, cells in the G! and early S phases were slightly
more sensitive when treated with the drug in the light. Both
light and dark treatments with the drug caused progression
delay in S phase. Treatment in the light delayed cells at the
G2-M boundary, whereas dark treatments delayed cells at
the S-G2 boundary. Both light and dark treatments with the
drug caused some G! cells to progress into S phase 1 hr
early, while another fraction of the same population was
delayed in G! phase.

stage sensitivity, and progression kinetics in CHO cells in
vitro.
MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Cells and Culture Technique. A CHO cell line was grown
in monolayer cultures as described by Humphrey et al. (5).
The average cell cycle time under these conditions was 13 hr
with a 2.5-hr G, phase, an 8-hr S phase, and a 1.5-hr G2
period. All experiments were performed on cells initially in
the logarithmic phase of growth. Plating efficiency ranged
from 80 to 90%. In testing the cytotoxic action of the drug,
survival was determined by the ability of the treated cells to
form colonies. Known numbers of single cells were plated
into plastic Petri dishes and incubated for 6 to 8 days at 37Â°.
The colonies that formed were fixed, stained with crystal
violet, and counted. A cell was considered to have obtained
reproductive capacity (to be viable) if it gave rise to a colony
of 50 or more cells. All experiments were performed 3 times.
The graphs represent the average of 9 plates/point for
survival determinations and 3 plates/point for cell progres
INTRODUCTION
sion studies.
Synchronization of Cells. To obtain large numbers of cells
DIG,3 a new antineoplastic agent used primarily in the
synchronized at the beginning of the S period, a double
treatment of malignant melanoma, was developed in the treatment with excess TdR was used, as described by
search for new inhibitors of de novo purine synthesis (8). Humphrey et al. (4).
The exposure of DIC to light results initially in the
The degree of synchrony was monitored by pulse-labeling
formation of DZC which is cytotoxic to bacteria and cells at various times with TdR-3H (1 juCi/ml, 1.9 Ci/
mammalian cells (6, 8). This conversion of DIC by light in mmole) to determine (by autoradiography) the percentage
vitro may in some way mimic the activation of the drug in of cells in S phase, and by scoring the MI. At the end of the
vivo. In this paper, we describe the effects of DIC treat synchrony procedure, approximately 95% of the population
ments in darkness and in light on cell survival, cell cycle was in early S phase and progressed into G2 and mitosis in a
synchronous fashion.
'Work supported by Contract PH 43-66-1156 with Chemotherapy,
In experiments requiring the treatment of cells in d
National Cancer Institute, USPHS, and Damon Runyon Grant 1059.
2Recipient of Gordon E. Richards Fellowship of the Canadian Cancer phase, synchronized cells were obtained by using the excess
Society.
TdR block followed by selection of mitotic cells (12). The
3The
abbreviations
used
are:
DIC,
5-(3,3-dimethylresulting MI ranged from 92 to 97%. The mitotic cells were
l-triazeno)imidazole-4-carboxamide; DZC, 5-diazoimidazole-4-carboxamplated
into dishes containing fresh, warm medium and
ide; CHO, Chinese hamster ovary; TdR, thymidine; LI, labeling index;
allowed to progress into GÃŒ
phase. The degree of synchrony
MI, miloi ic index.
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was monitored in each experiment by scoring the MI that
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SUMMARY
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exhibiting exponential decreases in survival with longer
treatment times. The shoulder becomes smaller with in
creasing treatment time, but is still substantial in the
populations treated for 48 hr. A 24-hr exposure to DIC
(1000 Mg/ml) (in the dark) reduced the survival fraction to
12% (Chart 1). A 48-hr exposure to the same drug
concentration resulted in a survival fraction of 1%.
The cytotoxic effect of DIC treatment in light is more
pronounced (Chart 2). Little difference between survival
data was observed after exposure times of 12 and 24 hr.
Following a 24-hr exposure to 500 ng DIC/ml (light), the
survival fraction was reduced to 3.5%. Treatment with 1000
jig/ml for 24 hr (light) decreased the survival fraction to
0.0015% (Chart 2).
Survivalof CHO Cells Treated in M and G, Phases. In all
experiments involving survival data from synchronized cells,
the position of the cells in the cell cycle at the time of
treatment was determined from TdR-3H Li's or by deter
mining the percentage of cells in mitosis. The survival
100
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Chart I. The survival fractions of CHO cells following treatment with
various concentrations of DIC (in the dark) for different lengths of time (6,
12, 24, or 48 hr).
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RESULTS
Survival of CHO Cells (Asynchronous). The survival
fraction of cells following continuous exposure for different
Ol
time intervals to various concentrations of DIC are shown
in Chart 1(treatment in darkness) and Chart 2 (treatment in
light). Little effect was observed following short treatment
0.01
times of 6 hr in the dark (Chart 1) or 4.5 hr in the light
(Chart 2). Cell lethality increased as the drug concentration
0001
and duration of treatment increased and, in all cases, it was
1000
0 100
500
i theLight]
Dose ol
shown that exposure of cells to the drug in the presence of
light caused greater cell lethality than did the dark treat
Chart 2. The survival fractions of CHO cells following treatment with
ments. Exposure of cells to DIC in the dark (Chart 1) various concentrations of DIC (in the light) for different lengths of time
resulted in broad-shoulder or threshold-type survival curves. (4.5, 6, 12, and 24 hr).
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fell to 0% within 1 hr after plating. Cells were pulse-labeled
at various times thereafter with TdR-3H and the number of
labeled cells was scored. One thousand cells were scored for
each sample.
AutoradiographyTechniques. In all experiments involving
the assay of populations of labeled cells, Ilford K5 liquid
emulsion autoradiograph techniques were used. A cell was
considered labeled if it contained at least 10 grains over the
nucleus. Less than 3 grains were observed in background
areas of similar size.
Progression of AsynchronousCells. In order to distinguish
between the mitotic figures of cells that had been treated in
G2 and in S phases, asynchronous CHO cell populations
were pulse labeled with TdR-3H (1 Â¿iCi/ml;1.9 Ci/mmole)
for 10 min, washed twice, and then treated with DIC
dissolved in media. The treatment medium was removed
and the cells were washed twice with fresh medium contain
ing nonradioactive TdR (10 /xg/ml). Colcemid (0.06 pg/
ml) was added to the Petri dishes, and the dishes were re
turned to the incubator. At 20-min intervals thereafter for
4 hr, samples were taken. Cells were removed from the
dishes with 0.025% trypsin, centrifuged, fixed in 50%
glacial acetic acid, and stained with acetoorcein. Slides
for autoradiography were prepared and exposed for 2
weeks, and the percentage of labeled and unlabeled cells in
metaphase accumulated in Colcemid was determined by
scoring 1000 cells.
Preparation of DIC. DIC was supplied through the
courtesy of Dr. Ti Li Loo by the Drug Development Branch,
Drug Research and Development, National Cancer Insti
tute. DIC solutions were made up in the desired concentra
tions immediately prior to use. A stock solution of 20,000
jug/ml was made in 0.1 N HCI and kept at 4Â°.This was
diluted into medium to the proper treatment concentrations.
The pH of the treatment medium was adjusted to pH 7.2 to
7.4 The decomposition of DIC in medium follows Ist
order kinetics with a half-life of 34 hr in the dark and 3.3 hr
in the light (2). In all light experiments, a (Model P-2324
fluorescent lamp equipped with two 15-watt Ken-Rad
F15T8/CW bulbs, Dazor Manufacturing Corporation, St.
Louis, Mo.) was placed in the incubator 38 cm from the
cells. In the dark experiments, the cells were shielded from
light by wrapping the culture flasks in aluminum foil prior
to placement in the incubator. The drug was added in a dark
room.
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:
fractions of synchronized cells treated in mitosis and in the
"
'1st and 2nd hr of G! phase are shown in Chart 3.
70
Because of the possibility of cells progressing out of M or
l
G, phase during treatment, a high drug concentration (1000
50
jug/ml for 1 hr) was used in the following experiments.
10
Mitotic and G, cells treated with DIC in the dark were only
slightly sensitive to the drug (90% survival fractions).
However, increased cell lethality was observed in cell
populations treated in the light. Survival of cells treated
initially in mitosis or in the 1st hr of G[ phase was 62 and
72%, respectively. Cells treated during the 2nd hr of GÃŒ
phase were more sensitive, with survival being reduced to
23% following the 1-hr treatment.
U0
!
4
6
Survival of Cells Treated in S and G2. Cells in S phase
Hours olter f nd of Synchrony Block
(synchronized by the excess TdR method) were exposed to a
2-hr treatment with DIC (1000 Mg/ml). The effect of DIC
Chart 4. The effect of DIC on survival of synchronized CHO cells
on cells treated in the dark is very minimal, resulting in a treated in S and G2 phases of the cell cycle. Rx, treatment.
survival fraction of 73% in early S phase (Chart 4).
Cell survival increases through mid-S, with the least in mitosis and progressed from M into G, at the same rate
as the control population (data not shown).
effect seen in late S and G2, where 100% of cells survive the
Progression after DIC Exposure during the G, Phase.
DIC treatment in the dark. S and G2 cells exposed to DIC in
Mitotic cells (95% MI) were plated into warm medium and
the light (Chart 4) had sensitivities quite similar to those of
late-G, cells, but only if the DIC treatment was for 2 hr allowed to progress into G!. One hr after plating, the MI
had fallen from 95 to 0% and the cells were a well-synchro
instead of the 1 hr of exposure used on the Gt cells.
Sensitivity in early S phase reached a minimal survival nized G! population. The labeled fraction in the control cell
fraction of 20%, whereas survival in mid-, and late S phase population began increasing linearly 2 hr after cells were
plated, thus indicating cell progression from GÃŒ
into S
and G2 phase was higher.
(Chart 5). The labeled control cells peaked at 6 hr and then
Cell Progression after DIC Exposure in Mitosis. Popula
decreased as the cells passed through S into G2 and mitosis.
tions of cells synchronized in mitosis were treated with 1000
Replicate plates of cells were treated at a point 1 hr into
/xg DIC/ml (continuous treatment). At the end of 1 hr, the
GÃ¬phase, in either the dark or the light with DIC (1000
MI was 1% in the control and treated plates both in
/Â¿g/ml)(continuous treatment). Approximately 40% of cells
darkness and light. Therefore, treated cells were not delayed
treated with DIC in darkness and 50% of cells treated in the
light entered the S phase 1 hr early (Chart 5). Since the
percentage of labeled cells in both the dark and light
100
populations did not increase to the level of the control cells,
90
this would suggest that although some cells progressed into
80
S phase early, another fraction of cells were delayed in G,
70
phase by the DIC treatment.
Progression after DIC Exposure during the S Phase.
60
Populations of cells synchronized in early S phase by an
I 50
excess TdR block were treated with DIC (1000 Â¿tg/ml)
(continuous treatment). It can be seen (Chart 6) that the
percentage of cells labeled with TdR-3H was 97% in the
I
40
control population 1 hr after release from the synchrony
treatment. The LI fell to a minimum of 30% between 6 and
Ã¬ 30
7 hr as the cells moved out of S and into G2 and mitosis. As
the percentage of labeled control reaches a minimum, the
MI reaches a peak value of 13% at 7 hr. This is a
characteristic, reproducible phenomenon of the TdR syn
PO
chrony technique and allows the determination of progres
â€¢¿
1000 pq/ml DICfor Ihr
sion changes in treated populations throughout the S phase.
m the Dork
Most of the cells treated with DIC both in darkness and
0 1000 pg/ml DICfor Ihr
in light were delayed in progressing through and out of the S
m Ine Light
phase. Initially, most treated cells were delayed 1 hr in S; at
G,
M,,
4
hr, the LI in the treated cells was unchanged at 90%
10
0123
compared with 60% in the control. By 5 hr, the LI in the
Hours Ã¶fterPiotino, Mitotic Cells
treated cells had decreased to 80% as a small percentage of
Chart 3. The effect of DIC on survival of synchronized CHO cells cells overcame the block; the LI remained at this level until
8 hr when a 2nd decrease occurred, falling to 50% in the case
treated in mitosis and G, phases of the cell cycle.
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Chart 5. DIG effect on cell progression from G, phase into S phase.
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The cytotoxic action of DIC is enhanced considerably in
Chart 6. Effect on cell progression from S phase to G2 and mitosis
the presence of light, confirming previous observations in
CHO and melanoma cells (2). The survival fraction ob during continuous treatments with DIC (
served in cells following 24 hr of exposure to DIC (1000
â€ž¿18
Â¿ig/ml)in the light was 0.0015% as compared to 12% sur
vival following the treatment in the dark. The photodecomposition of DIC results in the formation of DZC and diliÂ»
methylamine (7). DZC then undergoes irreversible cyclizaÂ£? 6
tion to form the biologically inert 2-azahypoxanthine. The
-f~311
light experiments, therefore, primarily reflect the action of
DZC, which is being continually generated; however, the
2HoursOICÃ•Ã•/JWÃ•3
4
possibility of combination effects caused by DIC, DZC, and
dimethylamine cannot be ruled out. Experiments carried
Chart 7. Effect on cell progression from G2 phase into mitosis during
out in the dark represent the activity of DIC.
continuous treatments with DIC (1000 ^g/ml).
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of cells treated in darkness and to 63% in cells treated in
light.
Only a small percentage of treated cells were able to
progress normally out of S and into G2 and M, reaching a
mitotic peak of 1% (light) and 2% (dark) at the same time
that the control population had a MI of 13%.
Progression after DIG Exposure irf the G2 Phase. By
pulse labeling asynchronous populations of cells with TdR3H immediately before drug treatment and scoring the
percentage of labeled and unlabeled cells progressing into
the metaphase, it is possible to determine whether a
progression delay has occurred in cells in S or G2 phase at
the start of treatment. Chart 7 shows that the percentage of
unlabeled control cells in the metaphase (accumulated in
Colcemid) increased linearly with time for 3.5 hr. Unlabeled
metaphases are still seen in control populations at 3.5 hr
instead of plateauing in number at 2.5 hr (length of G2
phase) because all cells do not progress through the cell
cycle at the same rate. The number of labeled metaphase
cells (cells in S phase at the time of the TdR-3H pulse label)
does begin to increase at 2.5 hr, however (data not shown).
Cells exposed continuously to D1C (1000 ÃŸg/m\)in the
presence of light are delayed in progressing into mitosis.
There is no return to a normal progression rate during the
sampling period. Cells treated with DIC (1000 ng/m\) in
darkness progress normally for 2.3 hr when a delay occurs.
In the latter case it is evident that cells in mid- and late G2
are not affected by the drug treatment, whereas cells in early
G2 (probably at the S-G2 boundary) are prevented from
progressing into M.

Asynchronous cells exposed to DIC (in the dark and
light) exhibit broad-shoulder threshold-type survival curves,
with smaller shoulders seen in cells treated in the light. This
indicates either that sublethal damage may have occurred,
and that there is a threshold dose below which no cell killing
is observed, or that a proportion of cells has recovered from
sublethal cell damage (possibly through a repair process).
Of course other pharmacological mechanisms, such as drug
activation, membrane exclusion, and drug breakdown, may
be the cause of the shoulder. Such studies are continuing in
our laboratories.
The treatments of synchronized mitotic and G, cells were
for only 1 hr because the durations of these phases are short
and because of the possibility that the cells would progress
through the cell cycle during the treatment. However, S
phase is 8 hr long in the CHO cells, and treatments of 2 hr
duration were used. Although direct absolute comparisons
of drug sensitivity in these phases cannot be made because
of the differences in treatment duration, relative differences
in survival after treatment are obvious. DIC is only
moderately effectual in killing cells in early S, as 73% of
cells survive treatment in the dark; a lesser effect is seen in
mid-S, and marked cell resistance to the drug is observed in
the other phases of the cell cycle. In contrast, DIC
treatment in the light kills approximately 3 times the
number of cells in G, (1-hr treatment) and early S (2-hr
treatment).
Both dark and light treatments with DIC prevent the
progression of cells from S phase to G2 and mitosis. This
suggests interference with DNA synthesis. Whether this
interference occurs through inhibition of de novo purine
synthesis, as was originally postulated (8), or another

Effects of DIC on Survival and Progression in CHO Cells

contrast, DIC (dark) caused a progression delay only in
those cells in early G2 (probably at the S-G2 boundary), thus
possibly indicating a different locus or mechanism of action.
A DIC-induced G2 progression delay has also been demon
strated in leukemia L1210 cells (9). In this cell system,
however, RNA and protein synthesis were affected more
than DNA synthesis.
Under the influence of DIC (in darkness and in light)
some cells progressed from Gt into S l hr early. The
explanation for this is unclear; however, stimulation of
macromolecular synthesis in B. subtilis has been reported
with low concentrations of DIC and DZC (6). Most of the
cells in our experiments were delayed in G! and were
prevented from entering S. It thus appears that higher drug
concentrations inhibit RNA and/or protein synthesis. These
findings agree with in vitro results utilizing leukemia L1210
cells (9) but are at variance with bacterial studies (6, 14).
For therapeutic considerations, it is evident that DIC kills
cells most effectively in G! and early S phase. It is only
moderately lethal to cells in other phases of the cell cycle.
The drug causes progression delay in d, S, and early G2
cells.
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mechanism, is a matter of conjecture. In vivo studies in the
rat have suggested that DIC selectively inhibits DNA but
not RNA and protein synthesis (11). Similarly, DZC
primarily inhibits DNA synthesis in Escherichia coli (14)
and Bacillus subtilis (6), but not RNA and protein synthesis.
An interaction of DZC with DNA of CHO cells has
recently been demonstrated (2).
It must be emphasized that the photodecomposition
reaction of DIC with liberation of the highly active DZC
may have no counterpart in vivo. In fact, DIC in darkness is
thought to undergo oxidative demethylation to 5-(3-methyll-triazeno)imidazole-4-carboxamide
(MIC) with the ulti
mate formation of 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide and a
methyl carbonium ion (2). The latter, which attacks DNA,
is presumably responsible for the antitumor actions of DIC
in vivo (3, 10).
The results described in this paper suggest the possibility
that DZC (DIC in the light) interferes with RNA and/or
protein synthesis throughout the cycle, resulting in a cell
progression delay. Its interaction with RNA in CHO cells
has been documented (2), in contrast to findings in bacteria
(6, 14).
The progression delay of S phase cells into G2 and mitosis
could be caused by drug interference at the translational
level. In spite of continuous treatment, this block was
overcome after several hr; the latter effect may be partly a
reflection of drug decay.
Cells exposed continuously to DIC (light) in G2 were
unable to enter mitosis. This drug thus appears to interfere
with the synthesis or function of a "division-specific pro
tein," necessary for the initiation of mitosis (1, 13). In

